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Cathy Xu (she/her): Okay…cool, ok, so the date today is April 24 th, 2021, and the interviewer is
Cathy Xu (she/her/hers), and the interviewee is Idalina Pina (she/they). And do you consent to
video and audio recording that will eventually be publicly available on a website?

Idalina Pina (they/she): Yes, I do.

Imagination and childhood (adventure, creative writing, inner child)

CX: Okay, perfect. So the first question is: What role has imagination and/or fantasy played in
your life? How has it been formative for you?

IP: Wow. [Laughs]. What a question. I am—I live in imagination. Okay, how do I even start this
question? When I was a kid, I lived in this very isolated farm, and I was the only kid for a
while, so I didn't have anyone to play with. I lived in a farm, so my friends were animals for the
most part and trees and things like that, so I just absolutely loved talking and experiencing
things that other people would see as inanimate. I was always such an adventurer, like I would
go—I lived in Cape Verde, and that's an island off the coast of West Africa. The particular
island that I lived on is very mountainous; we even have a volcano, so I would always climb
mountains and trees and things like that. I was very much one of those children [laughs]. So, I
was a little weird, but so was every kid on the island. It kind of was normal to be like that. And
when I came to the United States, I felt like a little bit like I was diminished. The United States
is nothing like back home. I bet there are some pockets that are maybe similar, but I lived in
Boston, and I felt like I was in a cage. I actually wrote my college entrance exam about that,
maybe I’ll talk about that in a bit.

But I also correlate imagination with dreams, in the sense of what you want to do, where you
want to go, and I always was a dreamer. I, at first, wanted to be a neurosurgeon—that was
ridiculous. And then, I wanted to be a lawyer, and I was like, what? [Laughs]. And now, I don’t
even know what I want to do, but I think whenever I did have those goals in mind, I was always
taking the moments to imagine myself, kind of like manifestation, like imagine myself in that
role, see everything that I have to do living that life. And when I got to high school, that's again
when things were a bit…squash for me. I went to a very rigorous boarding high school, and it
was—I remember, I never got to do a creative writing class until I got to my senior year, and I
am a creative writer, like my whole life, I had been doing creative writing—poems, particularly
personal essays, I love doing that [laughs]. That's the class that I did in my senior year and
something that connected me again with my more artistic side. Throughout high school, I also
did photography. I was in different—I did a Disney movies club, like I love Disney movies, so I
think that kind of tells you where my imagination still is. I have Disney Plus. I watch Disney
movies, all the time, still. And I think it's important to be at that place where you're in touch
with your inner child, because your inner child is your imagination. I think the older we grow,
the more we are jaded by the world, but knowing that part of yourself, being understanding of
that kid and what that kid saw, is a very important connection.

CX: Yeah, I love that—you’re talking about a lot of things that I'm super interested in myself.
Um yeah, talking about inner child work, could you talk a little bit more about examples of
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things that you think you've brought from your inner child and how it's informing you now,
currently?

IP: When I was a kid, I was an adventurer, in the sense that I would go everywhere. I love
traveling, and I did a bit of traveling from island to island, and that just opened up my
perspective into how much of even within my country, there was a difference. And I remember
this very distinct time where my mom had this map. I would look at the map and look at all
these different countries, and I wouldn't know what the hell is going on, but I knew there were
different places. And whenever I watched television, there would be—it was mainly Brazilian
networks, because we speak Portuguese in Cape Verde, but I've always wanted to visit Brazil,
because of that. And now, I'm at this point in my life, where I have visited a lot of places, and I
think that's my inner child still working through me to push me to have this…zest for life in a
way, but yeah.

Imagination as manifestation

CX: Cool, yeah. And I've been thinking about imagination in relation to manifestation a lot
myself as well. I'm wondering if we could talk a little bit more about manifestation and it as a
way of connecting imagination and reality.

IP: Hm wow. Well, manifestation is imagination. I personally think it's not more of a
relationship. It's a thing that exists together whenever you, whenever I personally imagine
something, I think of it as manifesting it. You attract the energy but if you are thinking about
something, if you're imagining it, it comes to you. I was just—I love tarot and astrology. Right
before we called, I was actually doing a graphic about the magician, and the magician is a card
about manifestation, so it's kind of funny that I ended there. But the magician also talks about
creating from as above, so below, so it talks about this idea that in order to manifest something
physically, you have to start at imagination, and those things don't work without the other. So,
ultimately, I personally believe imagination is the gateway to manifestation.

CX: Yeah, there's actually this one manifestation exercise that I recently was introduced to that
I really like. It's a shower manifestation one. I don't know if you've heard about it, where you
cup your hands and you let the water fill your like hands, and while you're filling it, you're
imagining whatever it is that you're trying to manifest, so it feels almost like the water is
increasing, increasing abundance, increasing the materiality of it, and you’re just kind of
putting it, like this imagination into it, and then you put the water over yourself, and so you're in
this water that you manifested into. But yeah, I really doing that one, also because I just love
water, so this is a perfect connection for me [laughs].

Worldbuilding (ranch in Montana, community, mutual aid)

Yeah, I’m also wondering…let me think which direction I want to go with this. Yeah, I'm
wondering if you could talk a little bit about the types of things that you manifest, or even just
in general, the types of things that you like imagining. What would be Idalina’s ultimate reality?
[Laughs]. What are the parts of it—what are aspects of it that you would want?
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IP: I want a ranch in Montana. [Laughs]. I know this. I imagine it all the time. I see the
mountains, and I'm going to have a couple of horses, but I'm also having my own farm, so I
would have cows and stuff, but I wouldn't kill them. They would just be free animals, and I’d
have chickens too. A lot of animals. It would be an animal sanctuary as well. If I’m rich
enough—this also goes with being rich [laughs], so I don't know—you know, this is my
imagination. I'll be able to open up a facility that helps Black trans women with housing while
they work on the farm or in the ranch rather. And ultimately, it will be a space where they're
able to maybe get some stability, while they find their own stability within the world, but yeah
that's my—I imagine this shit all the time. Sorry, can I swear? [Laughs] Alright. I imagine it all
the time, and it's something that I believe will happen, and I believe it will happen.

CX: Yeah, I love that. I hope that it happens for you as well. But yeah, I'm wondering if you can
also talk about where—what parts of our reality and what limits that it might have—or I guess
what you're imagining is a part of our reality, but basically, what parts of our current reality
have motivated you to imagine this specific scenario, this specific reality?

IP: I can’t exactly—I think the moment that I wanted a ranch in Montana, I was particularly
mad at society. I was like, “Damn it. I really don't want to live with anyone. I just want to
surround myself in my bubble in my ranch in Montana and not have to deal with anything,” and
looking back at it and looking at it now, that's impossible and kind of very centrist. It goes
against everything that I really, truly want. Cause one, I believe in community, and there's no
way I can build community and mutual aid if I am not a part of it. At the time I knew I was just
going to do my ranch in Montana by myself and with my animals, but that's when thinking this
idea, or the idea of building community within the ranch, so this housing for Black trans
women, things like that and thinking—I mean, I have a whole sort of [laughs]…imagination
about this. I have the whole nine planned out, so like [laughs] there would be a community
center as well, and I know this is Montana, but there are people in Montana, and I would start
moving people out to Montana, you know. But I think the two things that hinder that are: one,
it's a lot of money, and how will I get to that place when I personally hate capitalism and don't
see myself having a career, so I’m like you know, is this ranch possible? But I personally
believe that anything is possible, so catch me in forty years at my ranch in Montana.

CX: Yeah, I mean again, with the community aspect maybe other people who similarly want
this, you’ll collect together, collect the funds together, and then you'll make it happen, yeah.

IP: That’s true. Oh my god, I should have thought of that.

CX: [Laughs] It’s definitely possible. It’s definitely possible. I’ll be looking out for such a ranch
in Montana, yeah [laughs].

Okay, I'm curious if you're also—you mentioned that you still like to watch Disney, as do I. I’m
wondering if you also are imagining worlds that might—Actually, okay. I want to make sure
that you’ve already parsed out everything about your ranch that you want to—if there's
anything else that you want to share, like what it looks like, what other—especially if you’ve
already thought about it so much, I want to make sure you have the space to talk it out.
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IP: So it's gonna be wood everything. I think Montana gets really cold, so we're gonna have
some insulated—but it would have a big basement, and this basement would essentially
be—not essentially, it would just be a library underground. That's going to be my personal
library, but also, I would get so many books in there that it will become one of those libraries
people would have to go to to get a certain book. I would be a collector. That’s what I'm trying
to say [laughs]. What else? So, I love big windows, so it's going to be wooden but with big
windows, which usually doesn’t happen. And there's also a lake nearby, and it streams into a
river that goes into a lake if that makes sense—well, that doesn't make sense, but there's a lake,
and there's a little stream that goes into the lake, because I really want the little stream to be a
place where I can let water slide over me. Because like you, I very much like water, and I think
it's a very cleansing thing, so I need water on me, and I've always lived near water. Um what
else? I’ve mentioned a lot, but I can keep going [laughs].

CX: I mean I'm happy to hear as much as you're willing to share, so I can ask the next question
or you could keep going.

IP: I think those are the big parts. We've covered a lot [laughs].

CX: Okay, yeah, so I guess the question that I was going to ask was—since you emphasized
fantasy before and also watching Disney, I’m wondering if there's also a world that you've
imagined that's more fantastical, that doesn't have any of our real-world restrictions.

Political Imagination (anarchy, Communism, capitalism)

IP: Hm…I don’t know if this is fantastical, but I very much am in the far, far left of things, so I
really like anarchy, but I really like Communism as well. I'm kind of in this path of figuring out
what best fits me, so in my imagination, there will be an anarch communist world that fits
perfectly into the theory. So, it wouldn't be what Communism and anarch—well, anarchy hasn’t
been practiced—or capitalism, or any sort of form of -isms that have been practiced. It would
be the perfect version of it. And in this world, people would have—everyone would have
housing. Everyone would have healthcare, access to education, and just their basic needs,
essentially. And…what else? The land would be given back. I was going off about that earlier
on Instagram. Yeah, that's my fantastical world. It's very political, but I am a political person.

CX: Yeah, definitely, and that leads perfectly into a question I have in terms of: What power
and potential do you think the imagination has for yourself personally as an individual, but also
for the grander scheme of society?

IP: Oh my god, I talk about this with my friends, all the time, like [whispers] “you’re just not
using your imagination.” I think everyone has given up on this idea of this fantastical world,
because essentially everyone wants the same things I want. It’s not something that everyone's
like, “Oh, yeah. We should have homeless people.” No one’s ever said that [laughs], but I think
people get caught up in this reality and don't use their imagination, because they're so
disconnected from that childhood self. I think every kid if you talk to them, they’re like, “Yeah,
everyone should have food. Everyone should have this and that,” but as adults, we disconnect
from that fantastical.
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CX: Yeah, and could you talk a little bit more about imagination in terms of society?

IP: As in thinking about society and how society imagines things?

CX: Like how, I guess this relates to how you um…basically, the same things that you've been
talking about, but maybe also how…Okay, I know this wasn’t my first question, but maybe
even terms of intergenerational community, how imagination can be passed on, or the past
imaginations can relate to present imaginations and, therefore, future imaginations, and how
that might transform society.

IP: Yeah, I was watching this Tik Tok [laughs], and it was talking about minimalism and how
that's a very capitalist idea, and how our ancestors were really intricate designers, and their
designs tell a story. And I was thinking about the art that our ancestors made, and the languages
they spoke, and the ways in which they exalted their Gods and everything. It was very much
intricate, and now, we're put in this place, in this box, where everything is small. Everything is
useless. Everything is not needed. So, I think there's been a revival of this. I feel like a lot of
people are trying to connect to their ancestral roots and more people are realizing that
capitalism is the opposite of imagination [laughs] kind of thing, that with capitalism comes this
suffocation of what is possible. I feel like, yeah, let me stop getting political [laughs].

CX: No, you don't have to stop yourself whatsoever. I think it's really important to think about
imagination as something that is a political tool. So yeah, don't stop yourself. You can keep
going if you want.

IP: [Laughs] No, we can move on.

Imagining an “ultimate self” (art, fearless)

CX: Okay. In that case, I'm wondering, so one of the questions I had was: If given no real-world
restrictions, what would be the “ultimate self” or elements of it that you would imagine it for
yourself?

IP: Ooh, I would be an artist, and in every sense of the word. I would just be trying shit, like
“Ooh, I like this.” If I like it, I continue doing it. If I don't, you know. I guess it goes with this
fantastical world that I was thinking about, where I would be supported enough to be able to do
the things that I want, without feeling like I'm inadequate and an inadequate member of society,
because I am not producing…I mean art is producing labor, but producing and being the owner
of what I do, the owner of my body essentially.

I think I would see myself as being free in this world, and I think of the Nina Simone quote,
where she talks about freedom is having no fear, so I imagine myself being this person who has
no fear, who can imagine themselves doing what is impossible [laughs]. But yeah, that's the
person I want to be.
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CX: Can you—I’m thinking about manifestation, like visualizing who you're going to be like.
What do you see, other than the things that you're going to do? I guess, you mentioned that, you
want to be supported in the things that you want to do, but maybe talk a little bit more about
what types of things, specifically, would you want to be able to do when you have all this
support? And what would you look like? What would your form be?

IP: Okay, oh my god. So, I would love to make music. I bought a mini board in one of my
manic phases, and I haven't touched it. I even bought a guitar once. [Laughs]. I don’t know
where it’s at. But I really would love to make some music, like low-fi hip hop, maybe even
EDM, rap a little, just try all the things. I would also love to be in movies and shit, not even be
an actress. I love being in the background, so being a director, writing the script, watching
something that I produce with my visual imagination come into production. I would love to do
that. What else? I imagine myself doing a lot. If I could paint, I would paint, do a couple of
scribbles, sell that shit. I make candles though. I would make my own candle line, I guess, mass
produce it, but the whole thing of my candle line is that it's customized personally. So, I don't
know. Maybe if I have a small community, I will do that. I would be a chef, not for other
people, but for myself. Especially…yeah, I would be a chef. I just want to learn how to make
really good food for myself [laughs], definitely would share with the community, but I want to
eat. I mentioned—ah, I think about this, all the time. It’s something that I always feel I grapple
with a lot rather. I would love to travel, all over the place, every country ever, but then there's
the carbon footprint. Dang, do I really want to do that? But in an idealistic world, carbon
footprint wouldn't exist, so let me travel.

CX: Yeah, for sure. So many things. [Laughs]. I guess, going back, could you talk a little bit
more about what your appearance might be? How you—

IP: Oh, yes. Okay, when it comes to hair, I really imagine myself having all different types of
hairs, and I always change my hair too, like all the time, so it's something that I would do.
Maybe my current mood right now is my hair when I was in sixth grade. It used to be really
long and curly, and I want that back, so that. I would look the same, except for my eyebrows
would always be perfect. And, let's see…I wouldn't have the bone things I have on my hips,
because I am very small. and my hips are wider than, I don't know how to explain it, but I
wouldn't have that if you're talking about insecurities and all. Yeah, I would be able to sing and
have a photographic memory [laughs].

Loving and being loved

CX: Very cool [laughs]. My last topic, theme is around love, and so thinking about how you
enjoyed loving and being loved. We can start off with: How do you enjoy loving people? How
do you express your love and care for others?

IP: Oh my god. I just throw stuff at people. In Sidereal astrology, I’m a Capricorn in a lot of
placements. That essentially means that I love showering people with material things, so
material doesn't only include gifts, but also time and energy and support, things that are
tangible. So, when it comes to my friends, I love cooking for my friends. If I visit a place on
vacation, I always get them little gifts that remind me of them. I always love doing—I have
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different interests that I get money for. I don't even know how to say that. I have small
businesses, I guess? And whenever it comes to my friends, I always do everything for them
free, and I wouldn't even let them not do that, like I wouldn't even think about them paying. If
they try to pay, I will beat their asses kind of thing. But yeah, I think, besides that, I am a very
non-judgmental person. I just think of myself as being, like I have so many weird things about
myself that if people were to judge me, it’d be over, so I try not to judge—not try, I don't think
I'm very judgmental of others, and that’s my way of showing love.

CX: And how do you enjoy being loved by others? So, how do you enjoy receiving love?

IP: I’m still thinking about that. It’s something that I think very much talks to the fact that I’m
growing still and still trying to learn to love myself, because I don’t particularly know how
people should treat me if I don't know how to treat myself. So, I'm still figuring that out.

CX: Yeah, that's funny, because the next question is: How do you enjoy loving yourself?
[Laughs]

IP: [Laughs]. Wow. Well, I can think of some things I like to do, but I don’t know if that’s
loving [laughs].

Loving oneself fully

CX: Yeah, maybe you can start off by talking about what the difference you think is: things that
you like to do or things are nice versus loving. Why is love something that seems harder, or
more intentional? Talking about why it's different for you. What are the differences?

IP: Um…The first thing that came to mind as an example has been me going on vacations when
I’m depressed, thinking that I'll be fine, and it's just not fine. [Laughs]. I remember my senior
year of high school, I went to Spain with my best friend. This had been our second time. My
first time, I had the best time of my life. And the second time I was really down in the gutter,
and I hadn't been diagnosed, so I wasn’t taking medication. I wasn’t even with a therapist at the
time. But I always loved traveling, so I was like, “I will have the best time,” and I think that's
an example doing something I enjoy, but not being able to love myself, because I was not
giving myself the opportunity.

CX: Yeah, I think it was fine for the most part, but then just now, I really couldn't hear you at
all, so I was like, “Oh no.” I also feel like this is an important topic, so yeah, sorry. Okay, if you
could go back to maybe how you travel as a way to make yourself feel better.

IP: Yeah, it started…The first time I ever traveled outside of the United States was, I believe, it
was in 2017, and I went to China with my school. I had the best time of my life. I was like,
“Okay, I'm doing this for the rest of my life.” [Laughs]. And that summer I visited two different
countries, and the next year I visited another country, and I was just going different places.
When I got to my senior year of high school, or this was my freshmen year of college—I have
terrible memory—but I went back to Spain with my best friend. And by this time, I think it was
my freshmen year, because I had started experiencing really terrible, depressive states—or at
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least at the time, I didn't know I was bipolar, so I didn't know that I was having manic phases as
well, and I was kind of just off the chain, in the sense of like I didn't have a therapist or meds. I
didn't know what was going on, and I was not having a good time. But I thought, “Hey, let me
go to Spain with my best friend, because I love traveling” [laughs]. And when I did, I did not
have the time that I thought I would. But it was just a very difficult experience, and it's
happened a couple more times after that, where I think traveling would really help me connect
to some part of myself that isn't there at the moment? But I realized, it's very escapism of me, in
the sense of like, I think running away from myself and the situation and whatever is at hand
will help me, instead of taking the time to really figure out who I am in that situation, why I'm
feeling that way, to face myself essentially. And I think that's what learning is: to be able to look
at yourself and understand.

CX: Yeah…yeah…I think you're making a really important distinction in defining love. I've
been thinking about love and trying to—I don’t know. I think it's easy to be able to just apply
love to any good feeling, but then it becomes a lot harder when we actually ask ourselves to
define love in a more—I guess, not in a bad way of restricting but instead realizing that there
are—I think once you define love in a stricter way, we end up realizing that a lot of the things
that are in our lives, maybe aren’t love, and I think that's a lot more scary and asks for a lot
more reflection, and it's a lot more work and confrontation and just like it's a lot, yeah. I think
that's a really important distinction that you're making. Yeah, yeah. Thank you so much for that
yeah [laughs].

Mhm. I'm wondering if then talking about connecting imagination and love, when—and also if
this is too personal, you don't need to share at all—but how do you imagine yourself, like
maybe you aren't able to fully love yourself the way that you want to be right now, but when
you imagine yourself loving yourself fully, what does that look like?

IP: Ooh, that looks like me doing whatever I want [laughs]. As long as I’m not hurting anyone,
I would just want to do whatever I want. I think that's loving myself, and also include not
judging myself for the things that I do, for the things that I want, for the things that I think, for
who I am. I imagine myself, just being more stable emotionally. That's a big imagination,
especially without meds. That's my highest self. Oh well, I don't know if that's a way of loving
myself, but maybe not judging myself for needing to live with meds. So, coming to peace with
that part of myself, yeah, the shadow self. [Laughs]. When I love my shadow self.

CX: Yeah, that's a great answer, thank you [laughs]. Yeah, definitely a lot of unlearning in
finally loving yourself. And that's so hard, yeah.

I’m wondering if—I feel like you seem like the type of person who's you are doing things that
are moving yourself—I think that because you're thinking about this so much, I'm wondering if
there are things, like practices or whatever that you're trying to do more of, in order to move
yourself towards that. And those practices could be ways of loving yourself anyways, because I
think taking the step to do all this reflecting and unlearning is already us in process of loving
ourselves.
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IP: Hm I've come to peace…I think the first part of it is I’ve come to peace that I do not belong
in capitalism and, therefore, this society, in the sense of, I do not want to conform. I just see
myself—sorry, I forgot the question. I think it trailed off my mind as I was [laughs]—

CX: You're good. You're good. I was wondering if there are any practices or things that you're
doing to start being in the process of loving yourself.

IP: Now I see what I was trying to say. Essentially, that I don't need to conform to society, in
order to be alive. I think for so long, I felt like I needed to be a certain way, in order to be loved
and to see myself as worthy, so I think getting in peace with that part of myself, where I feel
okay just existing and not doing anything is perfect. I have started to be more accepting of that I
am okay with this idea of not having a career, because I truly don't want a career. I just want to
be an artist, and I want to do all these different things that I was talking about. And I guess,
essentially what I'm trying to say is that I'm trying to love myself by letting my inner child out
by imagining things that are in here, by manifesting [laughs].

CX: Yeah I really like when you said that you don't want a career, like reframing it as not
necessarily a career, but just doing things that you like doing. I really like everything you've
said so far. It feels very like community and healing based. Yeah, thank you [laughs].

I want to make sure that if there's anything els that you would like to add about imagination,
fantasy, love, any of these topics, that this is the time for you to say anything that we haven't
been able to touch upon yet, and maybe I'll have questions based off of your answer.

IP: Nothing comes to mind firsthand, but I do think I’m very hopeful in the ability for people to
see and do all these things. I think there has been a change in society in all aspects of these
things, and we see it happening right now, like ten years ago, gay marriage was not legal in the
United States. But we see here, we see now that there's a lot more, not a lot more, but there's
push for people in community, not federal governments, but actual people to change these
perspectives, and that not only extends to queer rights, but also civil rights, human rights, and
all these other aspects of this world that I was talking about. The possibility of it happening, so
I think we're not as doomed as we think beyond.

CX: Yeah, I really like the way that you’ve been talking about imagination as a way of pushing
boundaries and defying expectations—I think that that is completely connected to what you've
been imagining for yourself, like without expectations and norms, there wouldn't be judgment
anyways.

So yeah, and I'm wondering if you have any final message that you might want to leave for
anyone who might be watching.

IP: It's Saturday? Have a safe Saturday if you're watching this on Saturday. That’d be really
lucky. That’s essentially it [laughs]. Just shouting out the person watching this on a Saturday.

CX: Okay, perfect. Well, this was really fun, yeah. Thank you so much.
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IP: Of course, thank you for interviewing me and taking the time.

CX: Of course [laughs].
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